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California in the winter of 2001, the state's grid operator said Tuesday.
Earlier this year, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission released memos detailing Enron schemes with names like
Death Star for creating false congestion on California's electricity grid and collecting payment for solving the fictitious
problem.
But, in a report issued Tuesday, California's Independent System Operator said that its analysis "does not indicate . . . that
blackouts during the winter of 2001 were attributable to any of these schemes." Instead, the report blamed basic supply
and demand imbalances and a lack of transmission capacity leading from Southern California to Northern California for
blackouts in January 2001.
However, the report does not exonerate Enron from all bad behavior during the crisis, ISO spokesman Gregg Fishman
said.
"It doesn't mean that Enron's activities on manipulating congestion were OK," he said.
State Sen. Joseph Dunn, a Democrat, who is conducting an investigation of the blackouts, rejected the report.
"I cannot figure out why the ISO continues to carry water for Enron," said Chris Schreiber, a spokesman for Dunn.
The report contradicts a widely cited study by energy consultant Robert McCullough that specifically linked California's
blackouts to Enron's actions.
Schemes outlined in the Enron memos had "detrimental financial impacts," but would not "impact system reliability,
particularly in the manner suggested by McCullough," the ISO report said.
Such schemes would have impacted day-ahead and hour-ahead markets the ISO operated, but not the last-minute market
that the state depended on to fill actual demand, the report said.
In an interview, McCullough played down his own findings and accused the ISO of creating congestion on its grid to keep
power from flowing out of California.
"Technically, it would have been possible to do what we hypothesized," McCullough said in a telephone interview. "But it
turned out to be irrelevant because the ISO was congesting its own lines. The ISO was actually the cause of the
congestion . . . and not Enron."
McCullough said his earlier findings pinning the blame on Enron were the result of incorrect data provided by the ISO.
"The facts provided by the ISO were in themselves wrong," he said.
ISO officials have often taken great exception to McCullough's interpretation of the facts, Fishman said.
Fishman confirmed that the ISO had used a system called a "capacity benefit margin" to reserve space on the state's
transmission lines. It is standard practice and is "completely aboveboard," Fishman said.
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California's grid operator said Tuesday that Enron Corp.'s infamous trading strategies probably caused power prices to rise
but did not force blackouts during the state's energy crisis.
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Instead, the California Independent System Operator, in a report Tuesday, blamed the blackouts on suppliers that offered
limited electricity and on transmission bottlenecks from Southern to Northern California. Cal-ISO produced the report in
response to testimony by energy consultant Robert McCullough for the state Senate committee investigating
manipulation of California energy markets. He had contended that Enron could have contributed to blackouts by creating
phantom electricity traffic jams.
The trading strategies caused "detrimental financial impacts" in the state's advance electricity markets but "would typically
not impact system reliability," the report said. That's because they were not used in the last-minute electricity market or in
Cal-ISO's real-time balancing of supply and demand on the grid, according to the report. Enron's trading schemes did not
reduce supply to the grid, although they may have resulted in higher electricity prices and payments to relieve electricity
congestion, the report added.
McCullough characterized Cal-ISO's report as an attempt to spare itself embarrassment because of miscalculations. He
said recently released data show that Cal-ISO, as it struggled to keep electricity from fleeing the state, created some of the
congestion on the transmission lines through a byzantine transmission contracting system.
"They wrestled the gun away from Enron, pointed it at their own feet and started blazing away," McCullough said.
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NEW YORK -- Enron Corp.'s (ENRNQ) aggressive electricity-trading strategies in California may have been profitable, but
they didn't cause blackouts, according to a study released Tuesday by the California Independent System Operator.
Instead, blackouts were the result of limited power supplies and limited transmission capacity, according to the ISO's
Department of Market Analysis.
The findings were sent to California Sen. Joseph Dunn, who is heading a state investigation into market manipulation
during the state's electricity crisis, on Nov. 15. The ISO released the findings publicly Tuesday.
The ISO's manager of market analysis, Eric Hildebrandt, specifically contradicts assertions by energy consultant Robert
McCullough. The Portland, Oregon consultant told Sen. Dunn's special investigation committee that Enron's trading
strategies created the illusion of congestion, which may have caused unnecessary blackouts.
Mr. McCullough's various explanations for how blackouts could have been avoided are "directly contradictory,"
Hildebrandt told Sen. Dunn. Enron strategies, with names like "Death Star" and "Fat Boy," became infamous earlier this
year after federal energy regulators released an internal Enron memo describing them. Last month, Enron's chief western
U.S. electricity trader, Timothy Belden, pleaded guilty to federal wire fraud for using the strategies in selling power to
California.
"Our analysis of the practices reviewed by Mr. McCullough and other practices described in the Enron memos does not
indicate, based on data available to the ISO, that blackouts during the winter of 2001 were attributable to any of those
schemes," the report says.
For example, Mr. McCullough said that the ISO was fooled into thinking that transmission lines from the Northwest were
full during some blackouts in the winter of 2001. But, the ISO says in the new report, congestion was never the problem -the Northwest just didn't have excess power to sell to California.
While Enron's trading strategies caused problems in the day-ahead market, they didn't affect the physical operation of the
grid, the ISO concludes. In fact, on some blackout days Enron's trades didn't even make money for the company.
The ISO's Department of Market Analysis has historically been a sharp critic of independent generating companies and
energy trading companies for exercising market power. However, Mr. McCullough has been a longtime critic of the ISO,
alleging gross mismanagement. The ISO has generally disagreed with Mr. McCullough's analysis.
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